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Piezo Nano-Positioning Primer 

Nano-positioning has become increasingly important in the 

motion control world due to ever shrinking dimensions in 

numerous applications. In recent years, long travel piezo driven 

stages have filled the technology void in nano-positioning with 

nanometer resolution and high position stability. 

 Historically, piezo’s were mostly used for very short actuation 

ranges in the μm to sub-mm range, which required hybrid stages 

for long travel at nano-meter resolutions. Most recently, piezo 

motors have emerged that allow unlimited linear and rotary travel. 

Most of these piezo motors are based on the friction principle, 

which allows the limited range of the piezo itself (μm range) to be 

extended to unlimited travel ranges. 

Generally, a piezo element actuates a friction element that 

moves a second friction element (such as a stage carriage). 

Friction-based piezo motors can be roughly separated into 

resonant and non-resonant types. Resonant type piezo motors 

exhibit high speed but are not usable at very high resolutions 

below tens of nm. Non-resonant piezo motors operate below 

the resonant frequency of the piezo and are therefore audible in 

most cases. However, they allow highly stable nm and sub nm 

resolutions while at the same time creating unlimited travel. 

 Many non-resonant piezo motors are based on a friction principle 

called the stick-slip principle, also sometimes referred to as 

inertial drive. This principle is explained in greater detail below. 

Stick-Slip (Inertial) Piezo Motor 

The basic principle of stick-slip inertial motion is the controlled 

use of friction in connection with the moving part’s inertia.  As 

shown in the drawing on the following page, an oscillating piezo 

element is connected to a friction element which moves the 

sliding friction element forward when the piezo extends due to an 

applied voltage. When the piezo is fully extended, which usually 

occurs after an extension of about 1 μm, a fast voltage transition 

 applied that quickly contracts the piezo to its original position. 

The result is a fast backwards motion of the oscillating friction 
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element. However, the inertia of the sliding friction element is too 

large to completely follow that backwards movement. Similar to a 

ratchet, this process is repeated until the sliding friction element,  

which is usually attached to the moving part of the stage, reaches its desired position. 

 

The main problem with conventional stick-slip piezo 
motors is that during the slip phase, the sliding friction element (moving part of the 

stage) follows the backwards movement to varying degrees. As a result, poor velocity 
regulation, induced vibration into the system and lost motion (slower velocity and 
lower efficiency) occur. 
 

The following chart shows actual measured results of a commercially available product 

(motion in μm on the vertical axis and time on the horizontal axis).  As can be seen, there is 

very large backwards motion during every slip phase. The backwards motion amounts to 

about 50% of the forward motion per cycle 

Traditional Stick-Slip Piezo Motor Performance 
 

Position VS Time 

 

 

 MICRONIX Multi-Phase Piezo Motor Performance (Pat. 

Pending) 
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The preceding chart shows the significant improvement achieved by using the 
MICRONIX Multi-Phase Stick-Slip piezo motor. This motor 

decreases or completely eliminates the backwards motion during the slip phase 
because it does not solely rely on the inertia of the moving part. Instead, the 
MICRONIX piezo motor utilizes at least two piezo’s and two friction elements 
that move in unison, but slip at different times. Using this method, the sliding 
friction elements slip at different times, and so at least one element stays in the 
stick phase while the other one slips.  As a result, the retract force and motion 
induced by the slip force onto the sliding element are reduced or completely 
eliminated. 

 

Using the multi-phase principle results in significant performance improvements 
over single-phase motors, including: 

 Higher moving forces 

 Better velocity regulation – smoother motion 

 Less induced vibration 

 More efficient motion 
 
 



All products listed in the Piezoelectric SK-advanced, web catalog take 
advantage of Micronix new Multi-Phase Piezo Motor and therefore exhibit the 
superior performance outlined above. 

 

Micronix USA and SK-Advanced signed a contract. 

We are glad to announce that SK-Advanced solutions Ltd. Sighed a 

distributor contract with MICRONIX USA. 

 
 MICRONIX USA was founded in 2006 and operated as MICOS USA until 2012. 
In June 2012, they exited distribution of miCos GmbH products to focus on 
the US based development and world-wide marketing of their precision 
motion solutions. 

 
MICRONIX USA specializes in miniature micro- and nano- positioning 
components for the biomedical and research markets. In addition to their 

extensive standard product line, Micronix provides rapid product 
development services ranging from customization of existing products to 
complete customized solutions. 

 
The products are configurable for especially demanding application 
environments such as: 

 
 Vacuum compatibility down to 10-9 mbar 
 Cryogenic environments down to 4 Kelvin 
 Radiation tolerant requirements 
 Non-magnetic requirements 

 

SK-Advanced invites you to visit our new web section of Piezoelectric, Piezo 

controllers & Piezo Drivers 
 

 

 

 

 
   

 

Keep up with us and win a monthly 30$ Sweepstakes 
Giveaway!! 
 
This monthly Sweepstakes Giveaway is a Professional Screw Kit for Optical applications 
Equivalent for 30$!! 
This is an all-purpose screw kit - available with standard size screws for the majority of 
optical application. This economic kit includes cap screws, set screws, washers and hex 
wrenches and is delivered in a compartmentalized case that can be used for long-term 
storage. This Kit has: 

 Contains a generous assortment of various size socket-hand cap screws, set 
screws, washers and hex wrenches commonly used in component 

 Supplied in a convenient-to-use clear, compartmented storage case 

Visit our Giveaway page- in this link, to join our monthly sweepstake 

 

 

 

Laser optic and damage threshold 

The coated component becomes the damage - threshold limiting element in a laser 
system. AR and other coatings for high energy lasers, such as CO2 @ 10.6um and YAG @ 
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1.064um, require high damage thresholds. 

 
Production of damage resistant coatings requires that the substrate surface have a high 
polish with low surface defects and that the coating layers be deposited with full 
stoichiometry, low structural defects , and small and low particular spatter.Any of these 
imperfections can become sites that cause damage. Low optical absorption and absence of 

water bands are also important. To learn more… 
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